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It seems appropriate that faculty

Deane Sorcinelli
of Development and
Special Projects

An overview of their current status. Hilldale, NJ: Division

members are questioning the past practice of leaving the formal and systematic
Audio Visual Center
evaluation of teaching almost exclusively to students. Not only are there real
Indiana University
limitations to student ratings but there
Abstract. Academic institutions
are also elements of classroom teaching
which colleagues are in a better position
across the country are becoming increasto assess. A colleague's observation of
ingly interested in involving colleagues
aspects such as the appropriateness of
in the assessment of classroom teaching.
This article will assist instructional
teaching methods and materials, the
amount of material covered, the currendevelopers who consult with faculty

Erlbaum Associates.

cy of course material being presented,
members and their departments in an efand the importance of material taught
fort to improve and evaluate teaching
both within the field and for its value to
performance. It briefly reviews the
related fields could offer a more adeliterature on colleague evaluation of

quate appraisal of teaching effectiveness
classroom teaching, discusses the issues
developers should consider when
than could students' perceptions. Such
assisting in the design of colleague visita- observations have the potential to contion programs, and suggests guidelines tribute to a more complete assessment of
for instituting such programs.

classroom instruction and deserve con-

Introduction

sideration in teaching improvement and
evaluation processes.
Although faculty are interested in

National studies of how college

considering a greater variety of evidence

teaching is evaluated demonstrate a
about the quality of their teaching, they
dramatic increase in the use of faculty are usually untrained in formal evaluacolleagues as raters of classroom instruc- tion procedures. The staff of instruction. Academic deans and department tional development centers is one source
chairs who were surveyed report that they can draw upon for professional aduse of ratings based on classroom visita- vice. Instructional developers can play a
tions by colleagues or trained conuseful role in assisting departments to
sultants are gaining popularity as
plan and implement workable systems
sources of information on teaching effec- for assessing their faculty colleagues
tiveness for teaching improvement and contributions to instruction. This paper
for promotion and tenure decisions
is focused exclusively on the respon(Centra, 1980; Seldin, 1980, 1984).
sibilities colleagues can take in
By comparison, systematic student evaluating classroom instruction. The

ratings of instruction have been and still
are more readily accepted and endorsed
by faculty. In a recent study, 67% of
private and 72% of public institutions
surveyed always use student evaluations
as a source of information for evaluating
teaching performance (Seldin, 1984). At
the same time, the study found that 17%
of private and 34 % of public institutions

now regularly use classroom visits, and
Seldin highlighted their increasing importance as tools in the assessment of
classroom teaching performance.
1984,

VOL.

7,

literature on colleague evaluation of
teaching is reviewed, the issues
developers need to be aware of when
consulting with faculty on colleague

visitation programs are discussed, and
practical guidelines for instituting such
programs are suggested.

Literature on Evaluation by
Colleagues Through

Classroom Visitation

Most of the literature on colleague

NO.
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evaluation of classroom teaching consists of position papers either supporting
or opposing the concept. The few formal

studies on visitation by colleagues have
yielded mixed results. After reviewing
the findings by a number of researchers,

Seldin (1980) observed that, "If the information is carefully gathered, promptly reported, and judiciously interpreted,

colleague evaluation based in part on
classroom observation is capable of

peer observer can offer to the evaluation classroom teaching effectiveness, and
process. Seldin (1984) suggests that peers one that can be best critiqued by col-

are best able to judge their colleagues' leagues (Centra, 1980; Seldin, 1980,

classroom teaching in the following 1984). Colleague visitation programs

areas: subject matter knowledge, course now need to identify and detail the range
structure and goals, instructor-student of skills and behaviors related to this do-

rapport, and instructor teaching

main and to encourage their careful

behaviors. Already, both students and assessment by the colleague observer.
instructional development consultants The evaluation system described in this

can and do make useful evaluative comments in various of these domains.

solid judgments on merit increases, pro-

paper takes into account the special van-

tage point of the peer observer and

When students rate teaching skills highlights
they
the areas colleagues are in an
motion, and tenure" (p. 75).
are capable of judging, such as instrucespecially favorable position to assess,
At the same time, other reviews of
tor rapport and ability to stimulateincluding
inthe domain of content
research (Cohen & McKeachie, 1981;
terest in the course, they can provide
knowledge. It offers a classroom visitaCentra, 1980) concluded that the value useful appraisals of the course andtion
in-procedure which successfully comof observing classroom teaching for pro- structor. Instructional developers offer
bines a rating form and a guide for takmotion and tenure decisions was
yet another viewpoint on instruction
ing detailed classroom observation
dubious. The reviewers felt it was not at
since they are trained to observe a broad
notes. The rating form provides items
all clear whether the validity and
range of teacher and student skillsdirectly
and
related to subject matter
reliability of such procedures warranted behaviors as well as overall classroom
knowledge as well as other important
their consideration as a legitimate ele- environment.
teaching skills and behaviors. The
classroom observation notes allow the
ment in personnel decisions. A study by
However, it is decidedly more difficult
Centra (1975) in which college instruc- for students and outside observers to excolleague observer to elucidate his or her
tors' classroom teaching was observed amine the domain of subject matter ratings in critical teaching domains. The
and rated twice by three colleagues knowledge with the confidence and combination of ratings and notes offers
demonstrated that colleague ratings bas- credibility of the peer observer. Put a more comprehensive structure for use
ed on limited classroom observation
simply, a colleague from one's own or a by faculty and departments which plan
were extremely generous and not
related department is in the most advan- to institute or improve colleague visitastatistically reliable. He concluded that tageous position to observe and evaluate tion programs.
A review of the literature on evaluaratings based primarily on classroom aspects of the instructor's mastery and
selection of course content as well as the
observation "were not sufficiently
tion of classroom teaching by colleagues
reliable to use in making tenure, promotion, and salary decision-or would require investing more time in visitations
or in training sessions" (p. 336).
In contrast to the controversy over the

value of colleague evaluations of
classroom teaching for personnel decisions, the literature provides strong support for classroom visitation when the
purpose is to improve teaching performance. A number of model programs

Ratings based on classroom visitations by
colleagues play an increasing role in

promotion and tenure decisions.

and their successes have been described

(Berquist & Phillips, 1977; Diamond,
Sharp, & Ory, 1978; Sweeny & Grasa,
1978). There is a consensus of opinion
among writers that classroom observation by colleagues can be a means for
currency or importance of that contentmakes it clear that the role of faculty colimproving teaching. They urge that exwithin the discipline. Judgments aboutleagues as evaluators of classroom inperimentation and development conissues such as exhibited knowledge of struction, although gaining in popularitinue in order to explore the full potenthe content, and presentation of the ty, has not been adequately defined or
tial of programs which feature visits by
origin of ideas and concepts, current systematically studied. It is also evident
faculty observers to classrooms of instructors who are interested in improvdevelopments in the field, and the ap-that the policies and practices colleagues
propriate depth and breadth of materialuse to evaluate teaching for either iming their teaching.
provement of instruction or personnel
cannot be judged adequately by
Although the literature on colleague
observers with limited or no content ex- decisions need to be more explicit and
assessment of classroom instruction offers abundant opinions and some
pertise. It is these tough but importantsystematic. Visitation programs which
research, there is a need for further
criteria that classroom visitation pro- provide practical advice on the areas of
classroom teaching that colleagues are
development of visitation programs that grams need to address.
The literature on colleague evaluation particularly well suited to assess can
can help both colleagues and their
departments to capitalize upon the uni- of classroom teaching already recognizes assist faculty and their departments to
que insights and contributions which the content knowledge as a critical aspect of maximize not only the fairness but also
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the usefulness of classroom observations

by colleagues.

Considerations When Developing
Colleague Visitation Programs

It is important to have a set of explicit
Unfortunately, in contrast to the vast
criteria by which colleagues make their number of student forms for evaluating
evaluations. The criteria help to guide teaching, there are few forms for use by
the classroom observation and to sum-

colleagues in observing classroom
marize impressions developed over teaching. The literature suggests that innumerous observations. A set of stanstitutions can begin to develop in-

dard criteria should yield data which is
struments which colleagues can use to
sufficiently similar in form to allowevaluate teaching by modifying their
student evaluation form, which in most
departments or the instructor himself to
universities is standardized and
find a pattern in the observations that
system of evaluation by colleagues.
identifies a faculty member's particular
research-based. For example, Figure 1
First, the department needs to define the
strengths and weaknesses in the
a modified version of the Multi-Opti
classroom. Also, if a number of items System of Course and Instructor Evalu
purpose of the colleague visitation program. It will have to decide whether inare common to evaluations completed tion (MULTI-OP) developed at Indian
formation from classroom observations
by students and those used by faculty University. Items were selected whi
should be used for teaching develop- observers, then some useful comreflect dimensions of effective teachin
ment, for promotion, tenure, and salary parisons can be drawn between the
on which colleagues are best able to pr
decisions, or both. Each department ratings by students and colleagues.
vide information, and can observe in
needs to work out its own specific goals,
standards, and procedures for such a
Page I of the Classroom Visititation Form contained 17 items to be
program if it is to be generally accepa 5-point scale from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree.
table to the faculty and provide reliable
1 The instructor is very knowledgeable about the subject m

The instructional developer should
consider several issues when advising
departments interested in developing a

results.

Second, a department should

2 The amount of material covered in the class is reasonable

recognize that using evaluations by colleagues in tenure and promotion deci-

3 The instructor is well prepared for the class meeting

sions could affect the collegiality which
is essential within a department. A mandatory or formal system, no matter how

5 The instructor is able to explain the subject clearly

fair, may undermine relationships
among faculty. Institutions report

4 The objectives of the class session are clearly stated
6 The instructor makes the subject matter more meaningful
through the use of examples and illustrations

greater faculty support for evaluation by

7 The instructor summarizes or emphasizes major points in the

colleagues when it is voluntary, used
primarily to improve teaching, and the
individual faculty member has the option to include data in a promotion and

8 The instructor deals with topics in sufficient depth and

tenure file.

Third, developing the materials and
implementing the policies necessary to

any departmental program which

evaluates teaching by drawing on the

observations of colleagues in the

lecture or discussion
breadth

9 The instructor uses class time well

10 The instructor uses teaching methods well suited to the objectives of the class

11 The instructor makes students feel free to ask questions or express their opinions in class

classroom places a further demand on

12 The instructor answers questions carefully and precisely

the service time of faculty members. The

13 The instructor seems to recognize when students fail to com-

assistance of a developer could help to
minimize the investment of faculty time.

Program designs which assess colleagues
every three years, only evaluate colleagues preparing for tenure or promotion review, limit observations to only
one course per year, or call on the
developer to serve as a trained observer

could help to alleviate demands on
faculty schedules. In any event, the time
and amount of effort invested by faculty

members to develop and implement a
system would have to be recognized by
the department and the institution as a
worthwhile investment.

prehend the material

14 The instructor emphasizes a conceptual grasp of the material
15 The instructor makes the subject interesting
16 The instructor discusses current developments in the field
17 The instructor demonstrates enthusiasm for the subject matter
Page 2 of the Classroom Visitation Form contained three questions that required written answers.

18 What did you like most about this particular class and/or the
instructor's teaching effectiveness?

19 What specific suggestions could you make to improve this particular class and/or the instructor's teaching effectiveness?

Fourth, a program seeking to evaluate
the teaching of faculty members requires

materials which will yield systematic
and comparable data about the perfor-

20 Did you learn anything in the pre- or post-observation sessions that influenced or modified your responses?

mance of the instructor in the classroom.

1984,

VOL.

Figure 1. Colleague Classroom Visitation Form
7,

NO.
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classroom setting. (Content knowledge,
on which the colleague observer can offer particularly useful assessments, is
represented by items 1, 2, 8, 14, and 16.)
In addition, there are three open-ended
questions and space for extensive comments. Use of i:his standardized form in

(Sweeny & Grasa, 1978) which use

developing a colleague visitation pro-

observations by faculty members to im-gram are drawn from successful proprove each other's teaching, involves grams at Indiana and other colleges and
organizing teams of three faculty universities. Classroom observation

members. Team members work togethermodels (University of Massachusetts,
for one or more semesters to help each1977; Flanigan, 1978) emphasize a threeother assess and improve instruction.step consultation process which includes
conjunction with detailed classroom
The key to the credibility and success ofa pre-observation conference, classroom
notes allows faculty to make useful com- this model, and most of the other pro-observation, and a post-observation

parisons among the information they

grams, is the training of participatingconference. These guidelines are useful
faculty in what and who to observe. Innot only to the developer who is
stitutions with such programs found that
assisting departments in designing such
Fifth, a department must determine
individual faculty members needed atprograms, but also for the developer
which faculty members will participate
least three hours of training by awho may serve as a trained observer of
as observers in the program. The means
teaching consultant because they were
faculty members' teaching effectiveness.
collect on their teaching effectiveness,

by which colleagues are selected as

observers may vary, depending on the
purpose of the classroom visitation. If
the evaluations are used for personnel
decisions, several approaches are possible. Senior colleagues within the depart-

ment who are regarded as effective
teachers could be selected to observe the

not sure how to conduct classroom

Pre-Observation Conference
observations, or because they used improper consulting methods with colleagues, such as telling them the best In the pre-observation session, the
way to teach.
colleague observer obtains information
Sixth, a department will have to
from the teacher concerning his or her

decide on the number of faculty

observers and the number of observed

class goals, students, and particular

teaching style. An interview schedule
teaching of all junior faculty under consessions which a fair and accurate ap- provides a brief, structured way of obsideration for promotion and tenure.
praisal of teaching requires. The number taining such information and includes
Another approach would be to ask
of colleagues selected to make indepen- the following questions:
nontenured faculty to submit names of
dent observations needs to be sufficient
1. Briefly, what will be happening in
five or six colleagues willing to assess to ensure an unbiased and balanced
the class I will observe?
their classroom teaching. The departassessment, particularly if the evalua2. What is your goal for the class?
ment chair wouJld select at least three of
tions are used for personnel decisions.
What do you hope students will gain
the names. In either case, colleagues
The problem with the informal and from
un- this session?
should observe at least two classes, use a
systematic way in which colleagues and
3. What do you expect students to be
standard rating form, and make in- administrators often evaluate classroom
doing in class to reach stated goals?
dependent evaluation of the instruction.
teaching is that the number of raters is
4. What can I expect you to be doing
If the purpose of classroom visitation usually small and the amount of instruc- in class? What role will you take? What
is for the improvement of teaching,
tion given to raters to assure that they teaching methods will you use?
greater flexibility of methods is possible. are evaluating the same things is usually
5. What have students been asked to
The simplest procedure is to observe and minimal. Reliability can be increased by do to prepare for this class?
review their classroom teaching. In one asking several colleagues to in6. What was done in earlier classes to

Danforth program, voluntary arrangements for visiting a colleague's
classroom proved to be an efficacious
way for faculty members to help each

other teach better (Elbow, 1980). The
literature suggests, however, that obser-

vations by skilled, experienced col-

dependently visit a classroom several lead up to this one?
times. The success of programs at some 7. Will this class be generally typical
institutions suggests that two or more of your teaching? If not, what will be

separate visits by at least three col- different?

leagues would provide representative in- 8. Is there anything in particular that
formation on teaching performance foryou would like me to focus on during

promotion and tenure decisions. An the

class?

leagues or teaching improvement con-

alternative method would be to have

sultants may be more effective (Cohen &

one or more colleagues observe an entire
classroom observation, use of particular

Details such as the date for the

McKeachie, 1981). The University of course, or one complete segment of it.observation form or method, and
Michigan, for example, has a Faculty
Seventh, evaluation by colleagues
seating arrangements for the colleague

Associates Program where faculty who

must be considered as only one compo- observer should also be decided by

are recognized as effective teachers serve nent in a system designed for the im- mutual agreement at this session.

as teaching consultants throughout the provement and evaluation of teaching.
university. On the Indiana University A comprehensive assessment of a facultyClassroom Observation
campus, the Division of Development member's teaching contribution would
and Special Projects/Audio Visual
include observation of students, faculty During a classroom observation, the
Center offers an individualized, conpeers or a teaching consultant, depart- colleague observer is in the position to
fidential, and systematic teaching con-ment chairman, and the instructor's self- collect information on the instructor's
knowledge and organization of the consultation process which can include
assessment.
tent, use of teaching skills, methods and
classroom observations and video-tapes,
questionnaires for both student and in- Guidelines for Developing amaterials, and interaction with students.
Some guidelines for classroom observastructor self-assessment of teaching, and Colleague Visitation Program
a review of instructional materials.
tions are presented in Figure 2.
Faculty and students have identified
Another successful program model The following procedures for
14 JOURNAL OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Organization and Presentation Skills:
Figure 1. Some guidelines for classroom observation.
1. Arrive at class ahead of time.

Note the physical arrangement
of the room, student-to-student

interactions, what happens

5. Inform the instructor that
times will be recorded and

notes will be written during
the observation.

6. Wear a watch when observing

when the instructor arrives,
and interactions before class

a class. Every few minutes
note the time in the margin so

between instructor and stu-

that the class structure can be

dents. Listening to students
before class often gives clues to
their expectations and attitudes
concerning the class and in-

put in context.

7. Diagrams of instructor and
student positions and interac-

struction.

tions are helpful for illustrating
the degree of student participa-

2. Record as much of what is said

and done as possible, creating
a "log" of the class session.

tion, who participates in class
and how often.

8. Stay through an entire class
session. If you must leave,
make sure the instructor

about the teaching in the
margins or in parentheses.
Separate them from observa-

knows beforehand.

9. Observe from a position that is

tions.

minimally distracting to stu4. Describe verbal and non-verbal

Introduction - Does the instructor

provide an overview of the class objectives? Does the instructor relate today's
lecture to previous lectures? Does he or
she use an outline on the board or

overhead transparency? Are the class
objectives consistent with course objectives?

Organization and Clarity - Is the sequence of content covered logical? Is the

Record comments verbatim.

3. Write impressions or questions

Engaging Student Interest - Does the
instructor prepare students for what
learning is to follow by assessing what
they know about the topic through use
of analogy, a thought-provoking question, or reference to a common experience, etc.?

dents and the instructor and to

behavior, emphasizing what

have another vantage point of

happened rather than interpretations of events. "Student

students from that of the instructor-unless he or she re-

looking at clock 9:30, 9:34,
quests otherwise.
9:38" is preferable to "student
appears anxious for class to
10. Don't intervene in the teaching
end," or "Instructor talking to
during the observation. As exboard 9-9:15" rather than "inception, only intervene by exstructor mannerism is distrac-

plicit prior agreement with the

ting."

instructor.

instructor able to present content in a
clear and logical manner that is made ex-

plicit to students? Does the instructor
provide transitions from topic to topic,
make distinctions between major and
minor points, periodically summarize
the most important ideas in the lecture7
Does the instructor define new concepts
and terms? Does he or she use examples
and illustrations to clarify difficult
ideas? Does the instructor use relevant,
clear examples to explain major points?
Does the instructor provide handouts
when appropriate?
Teaching Strategies - Are the instructor's teaching methods appropriate to
the goals of the class? Is the instructor
able to vary the pattern of instruction
through movement around the class,

gestures, voice level, tone and pace7

Does or could the instructor use alter-

native methods such as media, discusthe following as characteristics of effec-

sion, lecturing, questioning, or case
tive teaching: organization and clarity,Knowledge of Subject Matter:
study? Is the use of chalkboard effeccommand and communication of subject
tive7 Is the boardwork legible and
matter, instructor-student interaction or Does the instructor exhibit knowledgeorganized? If appropriate, does the inrapport, and enthusiasm and intellectualand mastery of the content? Is the depthstructor use students' own work (writing
stimulation. The questions listed belowand breadth of material covered ap- assignments, homework problems,
will help the observer identify particularpropriate to the level of the course andetc.)? Are the use of various teaching

skills or techniques in the classroomthis group of students? Does the materialstrategies effectively integrated?

which illustrate these central char-

covered in this class relate to the

Closure - Does the instructor sum-

acteristics of good teaching.

syllabus and overall goals of the marize
course?
and integrate major points of the
Does the instructor present the origin
ofor discussion at the end of class?
lecture
Before Class Begins:
ideas and concepts? Does he contrast
Doesthe
he relate the lecture to upcoming
implications of various theories7
Doesor topics? Do students start talkclasses
Do students arrive noticeably early he
or emphasize a conceptual grasp ing
of or
the
close notebooks before class ends?
material?
late? How are chairs arranged? Do

Does the instructor incor-

students talk to each other, prepare porate
for
recent developments in the
class? Do they take out books, notediscipline? Does the instructor present
books? When does instructor arrive?
divergent points of view? Is there too
What does the instructor do before class much or not enough material included in
(write on board, encourage informal
the class session? Is the content prediscussion with students, sit behind
sented considered important within the
desk, etc.)?
discipline and within related disciplines?
1984,

VOL.

7,

Is the homework assignment appropriate to the stated class goals and
the course level? What happens after
class? Are homework or reading
assignments announced hurriedly? Are

there informal discussions among
students or between the instructor and
students after class?

NO.
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Discussion and Questioning Skills:

standing, fold arms), or body motions
5. Is there anything that did not work
(proximity to students, clench fists,
well-that you disliked about the way
Introduction - How is discussion inpointing) to sustain student interest?
the class went? Is that typically a proitiated? Are the purpose and guidelines
blem area for you?

clear to students? Does the instructor en- Student Behavior:

courage student involvement?
Kinds of Questions - Are questions

rhetorical or real? One at a time or

6. What were your teaching

strengths7 Did you notice anything you
Survey the class every five to tenimproved on or any personal goals you
minutes and note the level of student in- met?

terest and involvement. What are the
multiple? Does the instructor use center-

7. What were your teaching pro-

ing questions (to re-focus students' atnotetaking patterns in the class (doblems-areas that still need improvetention on a particular topic), probing
students take few notes, write down ment7
questions (to require students to go
everything, write down what instructor 8. Do you have any suggestions or
beyond a superficial' or incomplete
puts on board, lean over to copy eachstrategies for improvement?
answer), or redirecting questions (to ask
other's notes in order to keep up with The colleague observer can reinforce
for clarification or agreement from
and add to the instructor's perceptions
lecture)? Are students listening attenothers in the class)?
by referring to the log of class events or
tively, leaning forward, slumped back in
Level of Questions - What level of
desks, heads on hands? Do students
the rating form.
listen or talk when other students or the
questions does the instructor ask? Lower
An analysis and interpretation of the
are involved in discussion?
level questions generally have a fixed instructor
or
classroom visit, as well as of the post"right" answer and require students to
How actively are students involved (askobservation conference, should go to the
instructor. It is crucial that the results of
recall, list or define principles or facts.
ing questions, doing homework, doodlHigher level questions ask students to
observations be shared with the faculty
ing on notebooks, staring out
generalize, compare, contrast, analyze,
windows)? Are there behaviors whichmember being evaluated. (Colleague
are outside of the mainstream of class
or synthesize information in meaningful
evaluations could also go to a departpatterns.
activity (random conversations amongmental committee or to the chair, depenWhat is done with student questions
students, reading materials not relevant
ding upon the departmental policies for
-Are questions answered in a direct and
sharing such information.) It is also
to class, passing notes)?
understandable manner? Are questionsObservation notes can be analyzedcrucial that any colleague observation
received politely or enthusiastically? following the class and a detailed writtenprogram emphasize the positive, conWhat is done with student responses
assessment of the teaching can be attach-structive feature of the observation pro-How long does the instructor pause for
cess-the improvement of instruction.
ed to the completed Colleague
student responses (formulating answers
Classroom Visitation Form (Figure 1).
to difficult questions takes a few
The use of both the rating form andSummary
a
minutes)7 Does the instructor use verbal written assessment of the visitation proreinforcement7 Is there a non-verbal
Nationwide, there is interest among
vides the instructor with useful quanresponse (e.g., smile, nod, puzzled titative and qualitative data regarding
faculty and department chairs in diversilook)7 Does the instructor repeat
fying the kinds and sources of informahis or her teaching effectiveness.
answers when necessary so the entire
tion which are used for both teaching
class can hear? Is the instructor receptive Post-Observation Conference

to student suggestions or viewpoints
contrary to his or her own?

improvement and evaluation. Colleagues can provide unique contribu-

The post-observation conference is tions to both processes, and this paper

most useful if it occurs within a few days suggests guidelines and procedures

of the classroom observation, while the developers need to be aware of when in-

Presentation Style:

activities are still fresh in the minds of

volving colleagues in the assessment of
the teacher and colleague observer. No classroom teaching.
structor's voice be easily heard? Does
later than one day following the obser- Evaluating teaching by drawing on
the instructor raise or lower voice for
vation, the colleague should review the the observations of colleagues in the
variety and emphasis? Is the rate ofnotes on the class and complete the Col- classroom has the potential to contribute
speech too fast or slow? Is the rate of league Classroom Observation Form. to a more comprehensive assessment
speech appropriate for notetaking? AreThe colleague observer should then and documentation of effective
speech fillers, for example, "you know"discuss the classroom observation in
teaching. Offering guidelines for
or "in fact," distracting? Does the in- depth with the teacher. A series of quesclassroom visits by colleagues will help
structor talk to the class, not to the
tions with which to initiate a follow-up
individual faculty and departments in
discussion would include:
developing procedures, experimenting
board7?
Non-Verbal Communication - Does
1. In general, how did you feel thewith and improving different approaches, and evaluating the results.
the instructor look directly at students7?
class went?
Verbal Communication - Can the in-

Does the instructor scan the class when

2. How did you feel about your

asking or responding to questions? Does teaching during the class?
the instructor focus on particular
3. Did students accomplish the goals
students or sides of the room? Do facial
you had planned for this class?
and body movements contradict speech
4. Is there anything that worked well
or expressed intentions? Does the in- for you in class today- that you parstructor use facial expressions (smile,
ticularly liked? Does that usually go
raised eyebrows), body posture (sitting, well?
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Such efforts would benefit both in-

dividual faculty members who are eager

to improve their own teaching and
departments which are trying to docu-

ment effective teaching by faculty

members who face tenure review. The

instructional developer has the expertise
to play a key role in developing and imDEVELOPMENT
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plementing the kinds of procedures and
programs that will merit faculty acceptance and trust.

Instructional Development
Through A National
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More than a million American

The company employed to develop

the program was Educational

school children studied our country's Development Specialists, a Southern
energy situation during 1984 using a California firm experienced in energy
new energy education program education and in the development of
developed through systematic, industry-sponsored instructional proobjectives-based instructional grams for the schools. The project
development (ID) procedures.
provided unique opportunities to apIndustry-education partnerships inply and observe systematic ID provolving several major energy cor- cedures across the K-12 grade range in
porations and national education
a large-scale cooperative industryorganizations were key elements in education effort.
the program's development and its in-

stallation in the schools.

The Energy Source Education Program was developed and field tested
over a three-and-one-half-year period
from 1980 until late 1983 at a total

The remainder of this article describes

cost of approximately $1 million.

the Energy Source Education Program,
including its development, field testing,

Financial support for its development

and national installation in the schools.

was provided by 11 energy com-

Also included is an "Advice to

panies and trade associations, with
major funding supplied by Atlantic

Richfield Company (ARCO), San
Diego Gas and Electric Company,

Developers" section, in which several

practices that were effective in the pr
ject are recommended for general use

and Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion. Participating educational
organizations included American

Federation of Teachers, Joint Council
on Economic Education, National

Need For The Program
Historically, energy had been so

cheap in America until the 1970s that
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